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With each composition operator C f s f (w acting between classical Bergmanw
spaces A p and Aq, 1 F p, q - ‘, we associate in a natural way a sequence of
non-negative scalars j , k g N. Our main result states that the compositionk
operator belongs to a prescribed quasi-Banach ideal A if and only if the diagonal
p q Ž . Ž .operator D : l “ l given by a ‹ a j belongs to A. Conversely, we showj k k k
Ž .that for any l ) max 2rq y 2rp, 0 and k g R there exists a composition operator
p q Ž . yl Ž .kC : A “ A whose associated sequence is equivalent to k log k , k G 2.w
This provides an effective tool to separate quasi-Banach ideals by means of
composition operators. The results can be generalized to standard weighted
Bergman spaces and beyond. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Each analytic function w mapping the complex unit disc D[ zgC :
< < 4z - 1 into itself gives rise to a linear operator C f s f (w on the spacew
Ž .H D of all analytic functions on D. C is well known to induce a boundedw
Ž .operator on various Banach subspaces of H D , in particular on the
classical Bergman spaces A p. For 1 F p - ‘, A p is the space of all
pŽ .holomorphic functions in L s , where s denotes normalized Lebesgue
pŽ . pmeasure on D. With respect to the norm induced by L s , A is a
Banach space.
One of the goals in the study of composition operators is to find
geometric andror analytic conditions on w which ensure that C is aw
``small'' operator. Here small refers to a large variety of properties, such as
Ž .weak compactness, complete continuity, nuclearity, etc. One may further
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ask what makes a composition operator improve integrability properties of
A p-functions, e.g., when does C map A p into Aq for a given q ) p? Ifw
this happens, then the closed graph theorem entails that C is bounded asw
an operator A p “ Aq, and one may ask about properties as above of C asw
Ž p q.an element of the Banach space L A , A of all bounded operators
A p “ Aq. The general philosophy is that, roughly, C has stronger proper-w
ties the more w ``stays away from the boundary of D,'' and conversely.
Many properties of C are known to be determined by the imagew
measure s s s (wy1. This is illustrated by the well-known characteriza-w
tions of boundedness and compactness of C as an operator A p “ Aqw
Ž w x w x. Ž .when q G p see Hastings 7 and MacCluer and Shapiro 19 . Let B zr
denote the open ball of radius r ) 0 around z with respect to the
hyperbolic metric
< <dz
r z , w s inf , z , w g D;Ž . H 2< <S 1 y zS
Ž .here the infimum ranges over all rectifiable curves S in D from z to w.
Ž p q.Then, for any choice of r ) 0, C g L A , A if and only ifw
y1rp 1rqsup s B z s B z - ‘, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r w r
zgD
Ž p q.and C is compact, C g K A , A , if and only ifw w
y1rp 1rqlim sup s B z s B z s 0. 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r w r
< <z “1
Another typical result is that C is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator on A2 ifw
Ž < < 2 .y2 1Ž .and only if 1 y z g L s . In fact, this condition characterizes thew
so-called p-summing composition operators on A p whenever p G 2; this is
proved just like Shapiro and Taylor's corresponding result for Hardy
w xspaces 27, Theorem 6.2 . Recall that a Banach space operator u: X “ Y
is called p-summing if weak l p-sequences are mapped to strong l p-se-
5 5 p <² : < pquences, i.e., if Ý ux - ‘ whenever Ý x*, x - ‘ for every x* inn n n n
the dual X* of X. p-summing and the related order bounded composition
w xoperators were further investigated by Hunziker and Jarchow, 8 , Jarchow
w x w x w x w x9]11 , Jarchow and Riedl 13 , and Riedl 24 and by the author 4, 5 . In
the last mentioned work it was shown that the condition
ds zŽ .w
- ‘ 3Ž .H 2 qrp2D < <1 y zŽ .
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characterizes the q-summing composition operators A p “ Aq if and only
Ž . Ž Ž . .if p G min q*, 2 where q* s qr q y 1 for q ) 1 and 1* s ‘ .
All these results can be reformulated in a discrete fashion by introduc-
Ž . Ž .ing a dyadic lattice h s h and a partition Q of D as follows. Fork k
n g N and 2 n F k - 2 nq1, set0
1yn n ynh [ 1 y 2 exp 2p i k y 2 q 2 , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k 2
and consider the polar rectangles
< < < < < < < <Q [ w g D : h F w F 1 q h r2, arg h y p 1 y h Ž . Ž .k k k k k
< <F arg w - arg h q p 1 y h .4Ž .k k
Ž .It is well known that there exist positive « and d so that h is «-sep-k
Ž . Ž .arated, i.e., inf r h , h G « , and d-dense, i.e., D B h s D, seek / m k m k g N d k
w xLuecking 17, Sect. 4 . The rectangles Q are thus roughly of equal size ink
Ž . Ž Ž ..the hyperbolic sense and for each r ) 0, s Q ; s B h ; the symbolk r k
Ž .``; '' indicates that there exists a constant C ) 0 such that s Q rC Fk
Ž Ž .. Ž .s B h F Cs Q for all k g N.r k k
If we define
y1rp 1rq
j [ s Q s Q , k g N, 5Ž . Ž . Ž .k k w k
Ž . Ž .then it can be seen from 1 ] 3 and comparison arguments that
Ž . Ž p q. Ž . ‘i if q ) p, then C g L A , A if and only if j g l ,w k
Ž . Ž p q. Ž .ii if q G p, then C g K A , A if and only if j g c ,w k 0
Ž . Ž . p qiii and if p G min q*, 2 then C is q-summing from A to A ifw
Ž . qand only if j g l .k
Our starting point is to note a striking analogy to diagonal operators on
Ž .sequence spaces: if D denotes the diagonal operator given by a ‹j k
Ž . N Ž . Ž .j a on C and on suitable subspaces, then the statements i ] iiik k
remain true when ``C '' is replaced by ``D '' and `` A p '' and `` Aq'' by ``l p ''w j
q Ž .and ``l ,'' respectively. Moreover, if 1 F p - min q*, 2 , then one can find
diagonal operators whose inducing sequences are not members of l q but
which contain the canonical embedding l1 ¤ l 2 as a factor and are
w xtherefore 1-summing and in particular q-summing. See Garling 6 and
w xPietsch 20, Sect. 22 for summing properties of diagonal operators.
We are going to show that this analogy between composition operators
on Bergman spaces and diagonal operators on l p spaces holds in much
broader generality, namely, with respect to membership in arbitrary quasi-
ŽBanach ideals and in particular in Banach ideals we recall the definitions
.in the next section .
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Our first main result is the following.
THEOREM 1.1. Let w : D “ D analytic, 1 F p, q - ‘, and define j by
Ž .5 . If A is any quasi-Banach ideal, then in order that C belongs tow
Ž p q.A A , A it is necessary and sufficient that the diagonal operator D belongsj
Ž p q.to A l , l .
Ž .Theorem 1.1 shows that if composition operators in our setting can be
used to separate quasi-Banach ideals then this can also be achieved by
diagonal operators. Our second main result deals with a few aspects of the
converse. For l ) 0 and k g R define n Žl, k . s 0 and1
kŽl , k . yln s k log k , k G 2.Ž .k
The diagonal operator induced by n Žl, k . is denoted by DŽl, k ..
Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let 1 F p, q - ‘. For any gi¤en l ) max 2rq y 2rp, 0
and k g R there exists a symbol w such that C belongs to a quasi-Banachw
Ž p q. Žl, k . Ž p q.ideal A A , A if and only if D belongs to A l , l .
Ž .1r qy1r p Ž2r qy2r p, 0.Note that if p ) q then s Q ; n so that, by Theo-k k
rem 1.1, the canonical embedding A p ¤ Aq : f ‹ f has the same proper-
ties in question as DŽ2r qy2r p, 0. : l p “ l q. So if DŽ2r qy2r p, 0. belongs to
Ž p q.A l , l for some quasi-Banach ideal A then every composition operator
C : A p “ Aq belongs to A.w
Theorem 1.2 provides a convenient tool to separate quasi-Banach ideals
by means of composition operators. This is illustrated in Section 8.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall the
definition of a quasi-Banach ideal. Sections 3]5 are devoted to the proof
of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.1. The major step is carried out in
Section 4 where we construct, in terms of the given data p, q, and w, a
weight function ¤ : D “ R in such a way that the identity operator of theq
associated non-standard weighted Bergman space Aq factorizes through l q¤
Ž .by atomic decomposition see Section 3 . This enables us to show that the
formal embedding I of a certain standard weighted Bergman space into
Aq inherits the properties in question from the given diagonal operator D .¤ j
Finally, in Section 5, we show that up to a one-dimensional operator, Cw
contains I as a factor. In Section 6 we prove the necessity part of Theorem
1.1. We show that D can be written as a finite sum of diagonal operatorsj
D j, each of which contains C as a factor. The key tool for this is aj w
Žtheorem of Rochberg which can be viewed as a counterpart for the
.standard weight case to the atomic decomposition results discussed in
Section 3. In Section 7 we prove Theorem 1.2 and the last two sections are
devoted to applications and generalizations.
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The contents of this article improves upon results in the author's thesis
w x5 , written at the University of Zurich under the supervision of ProfessorÈ
H. Jarchow, where the necessity part of Theorem 1.1 was only proved for
so-called maximal Banach ideals.
2. QUASI-BANACH IDEALS
We recall the definition of a quasi-Banach ideal and, in particular, of a
Banach ideal. As general references we mention the books of Defant and
w x w x w xFloret 2 , Diestel, Jarchow, and Tonge 3 , and Pietsch 20 .
Ž .An operator ideal A is a method to associate with each pair X, Y of
Ž .Banach spaces a linear subspace of L X, Y which contains the finite
rank operators and has the ideal property: whenever X , X, Y, Y are0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Banach spaces and w g L X , X , ¤ g A X, Y , u g L Y, Y , then0 0
Ž .u¤w g A X , Y .0 0
Suppose that, for every choice of X and Y, there is a function A:
Ž .A X, Y “ R satisfyingq
Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 5a A x* m y s x* y for all x* g X* and y g Y; here x* m y
² :denotes the one-dimensional operator x ‹ x*, x y,
Ž . Ž . 5 5 Ž .5 5b for X , Y and u, ¤ , w as before, A u¤w F u A ¤ w ,0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..c there is a C G 1 such that A u q u F C A u q A u holds1 2 1 2
Ž .for all u , u g A X, Y and all Banach spaces X, Y.1 2
Ž . Ž . < < Ž .Using b we see that A lu s l A u holds for every scalar l and
Ž . Ž . Ž .operator u g A X, Y ; hence A is a quasi-norm on A X, Y . If A X, Y
w xis complete with respect to the induced topology for all X, Y, then A, A
w xis called a quasi-Banach ideal. If C can be chosen to be 1, then A, A is
called a Banach ideal.
Compact, weakly compact, and completely continuous operators gener-
ate Banach ideals with respect to the usual operator norm, while the
w x Ž .p-summing operators generate a Banach ideal P , p , where p u isp p p
defined as the smallest constant c G 0 satisfying
5 5 p p <² : < pux F c sup x*, xÝ Ýn n
x*gBn nX*
Ž .for all finite sequences x in X. Here B denotes the closed unit ball ofn X *
X*. There is an abundance of other Banach ideals defined for instance by
means of other types of summing properties, of factorization properties,
Ž .etc. We mention the Banach ideals of p, q -summing, Gauss summing,
p-convex, p-integral, p-nuclear, and p-factorable operators. Some other
natural concepts lead only to quasi-Banach ideals. For example:
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v The product A( B of two Banach ideals which consists, by defini-
tion, of those operators admitting a factorization u s ¤w with ¤ g A,
w g B, can always be made into a quasi-Banach ideal but this is not
w xnecessarily a Banach ideal, see 2, Sect. 9.10 .
v Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž . 4Let a u s inf u y ¤ : ¤ g L X, Y and rank ¤ - n be then
Ž .nth approximation number of u g L X, Y . Given 0 - r - ‘, write u g
Ž . Ž Ž .. r Ž . 5Ž Ž .. 5 rS X, Y if a u g l and set s u s a u . Again, a quasi-Banachlr n n r n n
ideal is obtained in this way which is not a Banach ideal. Similar for other
w xso-called s-number sequences, see 20, 21 .
Ž .Note that if X, Y are Hilbert spaces then S X, Y is the r-Schattenr
class.
3. ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION
For each a ) y1,
a2< <ds z s a q 1 1 y z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .a
p pŽ . Ž .defines a probability measure on D and A s L s l H D is a Banacha a
pŽ . pspace with respect to the norm induced by L s , p G 1. We call A aa a
y2yaŽ . Ž .standard weighted Bergman space. If K z, w s 1 y zw thena
f z s f w K z , w ds w 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H a a
D
for each f g A p and z g D.a
Given a positive and s-integrable function ¤ on D, we let ds s ¤ ds¤
pŽ . pand denote the subspace of all analytic functions in L s by A .¤ ¤
Completeness and duality for p ) 1 of such spaces have been studied by
w x w xBekolle 1 and Luecking 15 . Generalizing results by Coifman andÂ Â
Rochberg, Luecking showed that if p ) 1 and s ) y1 then, under suit-
Ž .able conditions on ¤ , there exist a partition D of D and points l g D ,k k k
k g N, such that
1rpp p pR : A “ l : f ‹ f l s DŽ . Ž .Ž .¤ ¤ k ¤ k k
defines a bounded operator which is open onto its range and
s DŽ .s kp , s p pT : l “ A : j ‹ j K l , ?Ž . Ž .Ý¤ ¤ k k s k1rp
s DŽ .k ¤ k
defines a bounded surjection. One can even show the following.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 F p - ‘ and s ) y1 and assume that, with con-
stants independent of z g D,
ys2< < < <K z , ? ds ; ¤ z 1 y z . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H s ¤
D
Ž .M Ž .There exist M g N, partitions Q of Q k g N and h g Q sok , j js1 k k , j k , j
that if R p and T p, s are defined as abo¤e with h and Q in place of l¤ ¤ k , j k , j k
and D then T p, sR p is an isomorphism on A p.k ¤ ¤ ¤
Ž . Ž < < 2 .a wEquation 7 is satisfied by 1 y z whenever s ) a ) y1, see 28,
xLemma 4.2.2 .
w x Ž wTheorem 3.1 generalizes a result in Power 23 see also Zhu 28, Sect.
x. Ž w x4.4 and is essentially known see Lusky, Saksman, and Taskinen 18 for
.the case p ) 1 . Since, however, no easily accessible reference seems to be
available, we give a sketch of the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž < < 2 . s Ž .1r pLet ¤ satisfy 7 and set ¤ z s 1 y z r¤ z . Note that for givenÃ
Ž . Ž . Ž .r ) 0 we have ¤ z ; ¤ w for z, w g D with r z, w F r. It therefore
w xfollows from 28, Proposition 4.3.8 that there exists a constant C s
Ž .C r ) 0 such that
C pp p< < < <f z F f ds , z g D, p ) 0, f g H D . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .H ¤s B zŽ . Ž .Ž . B z¤ r r
w xSimilarly, using 14, Lemma 2.1 , it is not hard to see that there is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .C s C r ) 0 so that for p G 1, f g H D , a g D and z, w g B a ,rr2
ppC r z , wŽ .p p< < < <f z y f w F f ds . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .H ¤s B aŽ . Ž .Ž . B a¤ r r
These estimates are also valid if ¤ is replaced by ¤ .Ã
Assume first p ) 1 and define
< < < < < <R z s w g D : z F w - 1, arg z y p 1 y zŽ . Ž .
< <F arg w - arg z q p 1 y z . 104Ž . Ž .
2< < < < Ž .Note that 1 y zw ; 1 y z for z g D and w g R z . With this, it is
Ž .straightforward to show that there is a C s C p ) 0 satisfying
1rp 1rp*
p*¤ ds ¤ ds F Cs R z , z g D, 11Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃH H sž / ž /Ž . Ž .R z R z
w x Ž p. p*p*so that, by 1 , A * is isomorphic to A with respect to the pairing¤ ¤Ã
² :f , g s Hfg ds .s
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Ž .M Ž .If Q are partitions of Q and h g Q then 6 yields fork , j js1 k k , j k , j
f g A p and g g A p*p*¤ ¤Ã
p , s pT R f y f g ds s f h g h s Q y fg dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH H¤ ¤ s k , j k , j s k , j s
D Dk , j
< < < <F f g h y g dsŽ .ÝH k , j s
Qk , jk , j
< < < <q f y f h g h ds . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH k , j k , j s
Qk , jk , j
By Holders inequality, the first sum is dominated byÈ
1rp*1rp
p p* p*< < < <s q 1 f ¤ ds g h y g ¤ ds .Ž . Ž . ÃÝH H k , jž / ž /D Qk , jk , j
Ž . Ž .We can find r ) 0 so that Q ; B h for k g N. Then 9 yieldsk rr2 k
p*Cr h , wŽ .k , jp* p* p*< < < <g h y g w F g ¤ ds ,Ž . Ž . ÃHk , j
p*s B hŽ . Ž .Ž . B h¤ r k r kÃ
M Ž . Ž Ž ..p* p*and since Ý s Q F s B h ,js1 ¤ k , j ¤ r kÃ Ã
M
p*p* p*p* p*< < < <g h y g ¤ ds F C sup diam Q g ¤ ds ,Ž . Ã ÃŽ .Ý H Hk , j h k , j
Ž .Q B hjFMk , j r kjs1
Ž .where diam Q denotes the hyperbolic diameter of Q . Soh k , j k , j
p*p* p*p* p*< < < <g h y g ¤ ds F C9 sup diam Q g ¤ dsŽ . Ã ÃŽ .ÝH Hk , j h k , j
Q Dk , jk , jk , j
for some C9 ) 0. A similar estimate can be obtained for the second sum in
Ž . Ž . Ž .12 . The partition Q can be chosen so that diam Q is smaller thank , j h k , j
5 p, s p 5a prescribed « ) 0 for all k, j and in particular so that T R y id - 1.¤ ¤
This proves our assertion.
Ž 1 .If p s 1, one can show that A * is isomorphic to¤
5 5 < <X s f : D “ C analytic : f [ sup f z ¤ z - ‘ ,Ž . Ž .ÃX½ 5¤Ã ¤Ã
zgD
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² :with respect to the pairing f , g s H f g ds . The proof then proceedss
analogous to the case p ) 1.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF ¤
The sufficiency part of Theorem 1.1 is proved by factorizing C throughw
the canonical embedding map f ‹ f of the standard weighted Bergman
space A p into a non-standard weighted Bergman space Aq , where thep ¤
weight ¤ is defined in terms of the given data w, p, and q. The reason for
considering A p instead of A p is explained in Remark 4.3.p
w xLet 1 F p, q - ‘ be given. Assume that A, A is a quasi-Banach ideal
ÄŽ .and j is a non-trivial bounded sequence with non-negative entries suchk
Ž p q.that the corresponding diagonal operator D belongs to A l , l . It isÄj
Ž w x.known cf. 20, Sect. 6.2 that there exist 0 - D F 1 and an equivalent
Ž .D Ž .D Ž .Dideal D-norm A9 on A; i.e., A9 u q ¤ F A9 u q A9 ¤ for all Banach
Ž . Ž .spaces X, Y and u, ¤ g A X, Y . We construct a sequence u s u , de-k
pending on D , so that
Äj F u 13Ž .k k
for k g N,
D g A l p , l q , 14Ž . Ž .u
and the weight
qrp
s QŽ .p k q¤ z [ u , z g Q , k g N, 15Ž . Ž .k ks QŽ .k
Ž . p qsatisfies 7 . We then show that the canonical embedding A ¤ A : f ‹ fp ¤
exists and belongs to A.
We need to fix some notation related to the dyadic lattice h introduced
Ž .in 4 of which we now rather think as a dyadic tree with root h s 0. For1
Ž . n nq1each k g N we let n k be the unique n g N such that 2 F k - 2 .0
The index set of the ``nth year of growth'' of the subtree with root h isk
C k [ m g N : n m s n k q n , h g R h , n g N . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n m k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .See 10 for the definition of R h . For each 0 F n F n m there isk
Ž . Ž . nŽk .exactly one k with m g C k ; we denote it by a m . There are 2n n
< <dyadic points of modulus h . We label them starting at h and denoting,k k
nŽk .y1 nŽk .y1 < <for y2 - l F 2 , the index of the l th point in the direction of
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Ž .the sign of l by b k . For notational simplicity we setl
 ny1 ny14I s k g N, y2 - k F 2 , n g N ,n 0
Ž . Ž .and make the following additional conventions. We set a 0 s b 0 sn n
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž .j s 0 and furthermore a k s 0 if n ) n k and b k s 0 if l g Z _0 n l
I .nŽk .
To define our sequence u , we choose « ) 0 and K ) 1rD arbitrarily.
Ž . Ž . Ž .For n g N we let c k be any of the m g C k for which0 n n
‘
yK < l < Äv [ 2 jÝm b Žm.l
lsy‘
Ž .is maximal. Again, we set c 0 [ 0. For each k g N, putn
‘
y« nÃu [ 2 v .Ýk c Žk .n
ns0
ÃDefine u [ u and, inductively for k G 2,1 1
‘
yK yK < l <Ãu [ 2 u q 2 u .Ýk a Žk . b Žk .1 l
lsy‘
We note some consequences of these definitions.
Ä Ãv Ž . Ž .Since b k s c k s k we have j F v F u F u , k g N. This0 0 k k k k
Ž .gives 13 .
v For each k G 2,
u G 2yKu . 16Ž .k a Žk .1
v We claim that for l s "1,
2yKu F u F 2 Ku . 17Ž .b Žk . k b Žk .l l
By symmetry, it suffices to show the right-hand inequality. If j g InŽk .
Ž Ž .. Ž . < < < <then b b k s b k for some j9 g I with j9 s j " 1. Since j ‹ j9j l j9 nŽk .
is a bijection on I ,nŽk .
‘ ‘
yK < j < K yK < j9 <Ã Ã2 u F 2 2 u .Ý Ýb Žb Žk .. b Žk .j l j9
jsy‘ j9sy‘
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The assertion follows by induction.
Ž .As a counterpart to 16 , we prove
« 9 yK « Ž yK .LEMMA 4.1. Define « 9 by 2 s 2 q 2 1 q 2 . If k G 2 then
u F 2« 9u .k a Žk .1
Ž . Ž .Proof. We assume a k ) 1; for a k s 1, the proof only requires1 1
minor notational changes.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Let l G 2 arbitrary. Since C l ; C a l it follows that v Fn nq1 1 c Ž l .nÃ ‘ y« n « Ãv for all n g N. This yields u F Ý 2 v F 2 uc Ža Ž l .. l ns0 c Ža Ž l .. a Ž l .nq 1 1 nq1 1 1
and therefore
‘ ‘
yK < l < « yK < l <Ã Ã2 u F 2 2 u .Ý Ýb Žk . a Žb Žk ..l 1 l
lsy‘ lsy‘
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..For each l g I there is an l9 g I so that a b k s b a k .nŽk . nŽk .y1 1 l l9 1
The map l ‹ l9 is two to one and it is readily seen that
2yK < l < F 1 q 2yK 2yK < l9 <Ž .Ý
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..l : a b k sb a k1 l l9 1
for each l9 g I . We thus obtainnŽk .y1
‘
yK « yK yK < l9 < « 9Ãu F 2 u q 2 1 q 2 2 u F 2 u ,Ž . Ýk a Žk . b Ža Žk .. a Žk .1 l9 1 1
l9sy‘
as asserted.
We now proceed to the
Ž .Proof of 14 . We expand u according to its definition ask
‘ ‘ ‘
yK yK < l < y« n yK < j < Äu s 2 u q 2 2 2 jÝ Ý Ýk a Žk . b Žc Žb Žk ...1 j n l
lsy‘ ns0 jsy‘
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
yK m yK < l < y« n yK < j < Äs 2 2 2 2 j .Ý Ý Ý Ý b Žc Žb Ža Žk ....j n l m
ms0 lsy‘ ns0 jsy‘
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Since C b k and C b k are disjoint when l, l9 g I , l / l9, then l n l9 nŽk .
Ž Ž Ž ...map k ‹ b c b k assumes each n g N at most once for every choicej n l
Ž . Ž .of n, l, and j. On the other hand, a k s a k9 precisely when k9 gm m
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. mC a k . Since C a k contains 2 points, we conclude that k ‹m m m m
Ž Ž Ž Ž .... mb c b a k assumes each n g N at most 2 times for every choice ofj n l m
m, n, l, and j. We denote the diagonal operator induced by the sequence
Ž Ž Ž Ž Ž ..... m , l, n, jb c b a k by D . It is elementary to see that if A9 is anÄj n l m k j
Ž m , l, n, j.D m Ž .Dequivalent ideal D-norm on A then A9 D F 2 A9 D and there-Ä Äj j
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fore
D
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
D yK m yK < l < y« n yK < j < m , l , n , jA9 D s A9 2 2 2 2 DŽ . ÄÝ Ý Ý Ýu jž /
ms0 lsy‘ ns0 jsy‘
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
D myD K m yD K < l < yD« n yD K < j <F A9 D 2 2 2 2 .Ž .Ä Ý Ý Ý Ýj
ms0 lsy‘ ns0 jsy‘
p qŽ .Since K ) 1rD all series converge, and we see that D g A l , l .u
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that ¤ which depends on « and K satisfies 15 . The
crucial fact concerning our construction is
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. There exist « ) 0, K ) 1rD , and s such that ¤ satisfies 7 .
Ž .Proof. Clearly we only need to check 7 for dyadic points h . Fixk
Ž . yK0 - « - « 9 - 2 q p rp y 1rq and choose K ) 1rD such that 2 q
« Ž yK . « 9 Ž .2 1 q 2 F 2 . Then let s ) Kq q 2 q p qrp y 2.
< Ž . < Ž < <.ys Ž .y1The fact that K h , w ; 1 y h s Q for w g Q givess k k k k
ys
< < < < < <¤ h 1 y h ; K h , ? ds F K h , ? ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H Hk k s k ¤ s k ¤
Q Dk
Ž .This is already one direction of 7 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .We denote R s R h , k g N, where R h is defined in 10 . Notek k k
that R is the disjoint union of all polar rectangles corresponding tok
vertices in the subtree with root h . We havek
y2ys< < < <K h , ? ds F 1 y h s R .Ž . Ž .Ž .H s k ¤ k ¤ k
Rk
Ž . Ž . yn Ž2qp. Ž . « 9nLet m g C k . Since s Q ; 2 s Q and u F 2 u byn p m p k m k
Lemma 4.1 it follows that
qrpq Ž« 9qyŽ2qp.qr p.ns Q s ¤ h s Q s u s Q F C2 s Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ m m m m p m ¤ k
18Ž .
Hence
‘ ‘
Ž1q« 9qyŽ2qp.qr p.ns R s s Q F Cs Q 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý¤ k ¤ m ¤ k
ns0 Ž . ns0mgC kn
Ž . Ž .and the last sum converges by the choice of « 9. Since s Q ; ¤ h¤ k k
Ž < <.21 y h , we obtaink
ys
< < < <K h , ? ds F C9¤ h 1 y h .Ž . Ž . Ž .H s k ¤ k k
Rk
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Ž . < < i arg hkFor each k g N and 0 F n F n k we let z s h e and setk , n a Žk .n nynŽk .Ž . < < < <R s R z . For w f R we have 1 y h w G 1 y z s 2k , n k , n k , n k k , n
and so
Ž .n k
< < < <K h , ? ds s K h , ? dsŽ . Ž .ÝH Hs k ¤ s k ¤
D_R R _Rk k , n k , ny1ns1
Ž .n k
Ž2qs.nŽk . ynŽ2qs.F 2 2 s R .Ž .Ý ¤ k , n
ns1
For either l s 1 or l s y1, R is a subset of R j R . By thek , n a Žk . b Ža Žk ..n l n
Ž . Ž . Ž .above calculations, s R F Cs Q and similar for s R .¤ a Žk . ¤ a Žk . ¤ b Ža Žk ..n n l n
Ž . K q Ž . Ž .Furthermore, s Q F 2 s Q by 17 and the definition of ¤ ,¤ b Ža Žk .. ¤ a Žk .l n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .and similar as in 18 , using 16 instead of Lemma 4.1, s Q F¤ a Žk .nŽK qqŽ2qp.qr p.n Ž .C92 s Q . We arrive at¤ k
‘
Ž2qs.nŽk . ŽK qqŽ2qp.qr py2ys.n< <K h , ? ds F C02 s Q 2 ,Ž . Ž . ÝH s k ¤ ¤ k
D_R k ns0
Ž .Ž < <.ysand our choice of s shows that this is dominated by C-¤ h 1 y hk k
for another constant C-. This proves our claim.
Ž .Remark 4.3. In the proof of Lemma 4.2 it was crucial that 2 q p rp )
1rq which is satisfied for all p's and q's. Had we considered the formal
embedding A p ¤ Aq instead of A p ¤ Aq we would have needed 2rp )¤ p ¤
1rq.
Finally, we prove
LEMMA 4.4. If ¤ is as in Lemma 4.2 then the canonical embedding
A p ¤ Aq : f ‹ f factorizes through a diagonal operator D : l p “ l q whichÄp ¤ u
belongs to the same Banach ideals as D : l p “ l q.u
Proof. We use notations of Theorem 3.1 and assume that T q, sRq is¤ ¤
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .1r q Ž .1r pinvertible. Since s Q F s Q we have u s Q F s Q¤ k , j ¤ k k ¤ k , j p k
and therefore
1rqp p p y1ÄR : A “ l : f ‹ f h u s QŽ . Ž .ž /p p k , j k ¤ k , j k , j
Äis a bounded operator. If u [ u for k g N and j F M, then DÄk , j k u
belongs to the same operator ideals as D and our claim follows fromu
q pÄR f s D R .Ä¤ u p
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5. SUFFICIENCY
We are now ready to prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.1; i.e., we
Ž p q. Ž p q.assume D g A l , l and show that this forces C g A A , A .j w
‘ n Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1, Sufficiency. For f s Ý a z g H D let Df sns0 n
‘ Ž .y1 nq1 Ž .f 9 and Uf s Ý a n q 1 z . So DUf s f and UDf s f y f 0 for allns0 n
Ž .f g H D . Hence if W [ DC U and d denotes point evaluation atw w z
z g D we have C y d s UW D. By results of Hardy and Littlewoodw w Ž0. w
Ž w x. p p qsee 28, Sect. 4.2 , D maps A boundedly into A and U maps Ap q
q Ž p q.boundedly into A . Consequently, C g A A , A follows from W gw w
Ž p q .A A , A .p q
We define
1rq
y1rp qÄ < <j [ s Q w9 ds .Ž . Hk p k qž /y1Ž .w Qk
By the Schwarz]Pick theorem,
q qq 2 2< < < < < <w9 w 1 y w ds w F 1 y w w ds wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
y1 y1Ž . Ž .w Q w Qk k
q2< <F 1 y h s Q ,Ž .Ž .k w k
Äwhich implies the existence of a C ) 0 such that j F Cj for all k. Ink k
Ž p q.particular, D g A l , l .Äj
ÄNow construct u with respect to j as in the last section and define ¤ by
Ž . p q15 . By Lemma 4.4, the canonical embedding I: A ¤ A belongs to Ap ¤
and so we are done if we can show that W factors through I. In otherw
words, we want to show that W maps Aq boundedly into Aq . Introducingw ¤ q
the measure
Žw , q. < < q y1s [ w9 s (w ,Ž .q q
we may write
‘
q q q q Žw , q.
q5 5 < < < < < <W s f (w w9 ds s f ds .ÝA H Hw q qq
D Qkks1
Ž . Ž .We can choose r - r such that Q ; B w ; B h for each w g Q1 2 k r r k k1 2
Ž .and k g N. By 8 we have
Cq qŽw , q. Žw , q.< < < <f ds F f ds ds wŽ .H H Hq ¤ q
s B w Ž .Ž .Q Q B wŽ .¤ rk k r11
s Žw , q. QŽ .q k q< <F C f ds .H ¤s QŽ . Ž .B h¤ k r k2
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Ä Žw , q.Ž . Ž .The fact that j F u entails s Q F s Q . The claim is nowk k q k ¤ k
immediate.
Ž p q.Remark 5.1. The proof shows that C g A A , A is already impliedw
p q p q ÄŽ . Ž .by D g A l , l which is weaker than D g A l , l since j F Cj forÄj j k k
k g N.
6. NECESSITY
Now we pass to the necessity part of Theorem 1.1. To this end we show
that our diagonal operator D : l p “ l q can be written as a finite sumj
of diagonal operators D j each of which admits a factorization throughj
p q Ž . Ž .C : A “ A . h s h is still the dyadic lattice introduced in 4 .w k
LEMMA 6.1. For each « ) 0, the sequence h can be split into a finite
number of «-separated subsequences.
Proof. Fix N g N so that 2 NrN g N. For 0 F j - N, 0 F j9 - 2 N,
N n j, j9 Ž .n G 1, and 0 F k - 2 rN let h be the j9th vertex in a fixed order ofk , n
the dyadic subtree with root h n N . If we choose N large enough then2 qk Nqj
j, j9 Ž j, j9. Neach h s h is «-separated. Moreover, each h , k G 2 , occurs ink , n k , n k
one of the sequences h j, j9. Our claim follows by deleting multiple entries
Nand taking care of the first 2 lattice points separately.
j, j9 j Ž j.Relabel the h just obtained by h and let j be the subsequence ofk
Ž . j jj corresponding to the sublattice h . Then D s Ý D . It thereforek j j j
suffices to show the existence of an « ) 0 such that if we are given an
«-separated sublattice of h, the corresponding diagonal operator factorizes
through C . For notational simplicity, we continue to denote the sublatticew
Ž .by h , the corresponding polar rectangles by Q and the inducedk k k
operator by D . If necessary, we may delete additional points so as to havej
Ž .s Q ) 0 for each k.w k
ŽWe need the following counterpart to Theorem 3.1 in the ``standard''
. p p, scase . R and T denote the operators introduced in Section 3 with
¤ ’ 1 and l and D replaced by h and Q , respectively.k k k k
Ž w x.THEOREM 6.2 Rochberg 25 . Let 1 F p - ‘. If s and « are large
enough, then the operator u s R pT p, s is an isomorphism on l p.
Actually, Rochberg showed the invertibility of the operator U on l p
given by
2rp2rp*qs2 2² : < < < <Ue , e s 1 y h 1 y h K h , h ;Ž .Ž . ž /k j k j s k j
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here e denotes the k th standard basis vector of l p. To see that this entailsk
the invertibility of u, consider
1rp
s Q s QŽ . Ž .s k j
m s , n s , k , j g N.k j2rp*qs 2rp1rp 2 2< < < <s Q 1 y hŽ . 1 y hŽ .k k ž /j
² : ² :Then n m Ue , e s ue , e . But m ; n ; 1 so that the diagonalj k k j k j k j
operators D and D , and therefore u s D UD , are invertible on l p.m n n m
We need a slightly modified version of Theorem 6.2. Suppose that for
Ž j . Ž . Ž j .each j g N, w is a finite or infinite sequence in Q and m is am m j m m
< j < j Ž j .sequence of scalars such that Ý m s 1 and m K h , w ) 0 for allm m m s j m
m, j. Define
‘
j jÄK k , j [ m K h , w .Ž . Ž .Ýs m s k m
ms1
Ä Ä< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž . Ž .Clearly K k, j F C K h , h and K j, j G C9K h , h with con-s s k j s s j j
stants independent of k, j, and « . The above arguments thus show that the
operator u on l p given byÄ
1rp
s Q s QŽ .Ž .j s k Ä² :ue , e s K k , j 19Ž . Ž .Ä k j s1rp
s QŽ .k
is invertible for large enough « .
y1Ž .Given w : D “ D analytic and j g N, we define E s w Q l Q ,j, m j m
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .m g N, and V j s m g N : s E ) 0 . We can assume that the V j 'sj, m
Ž . Ž .are disjoint. Indeed, if m g V j l V j9 then there exist w, w9 g Qm
Ž . Ž .such that w w g Q and w w9 g Q . On the other hand, thej j9
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Schwarz]Pick theorem implies r w w , w w9 F r w, w9 . This entails
j s j9, at least for large « .
Given f g Aq and j g N we set
y1rq* j jx f [ s Q z z s E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýj w j m m j , m
Ž .mgV j
j j j Ž Ž j ..where z g E is arbitrary and z g › D satisfies z K h , w z ) 0.m j, m m m s j m
Ž . Ž .Holder's inequality, disjointness of the V j 's, and 8 yieldÈ
‘ ‘
q q qj
q< < < < 5 5x f F f z s E F C f ;Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Aj m j , m
js1 js1 Ž .mgV j
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q q q Ž Ž ..i.e., we get a bounded operator R : A “ l : f ‹ x f . We have for k,w j j
j g N,
y1rq*p , s j p , s jx C T e s s Q z C T e z s EŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýj w k w j m w k m j , m
Ž .mgV j
s QŽ .s k j js z K h , w z s E .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý m s k m j , m1rq* 1rp
s Q s QŽ .Ž . Ž .mgV jw j k
Ž . j Ž j . j j Ž . Ž .y1We now define u by 19 with w s w z , and m s z s E s Q .Ä m m m m j, m w j
From
1rq
s Q s QŽ .Ž .w j s kp , s Ä ² :x C T e s K k , j s j ue , e ,Ž . ÄŽ .j w k s j k j1rp
s QŽ .k
it follows that RqC T p, s s D u, so that if u is invertible, then D containsÄ Äw w j j
C as a factor as asserted. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.w
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we show first that, for any a ) 0, there
exists a symbol w such that C maps A p isomorphically into A p for everyw a
p w1 F p - ‘. A similar result for Hardy spaces H can be found in 4,
xTheorem 8.4 . Symbols like the ones we are going to define have also been
w xused in 24 to distinguish, among others, between Schatten classes by
means of composition operators on H 2.
Ž x Ž . ygLet g ) 0 and define g : R “ 0, 1 by g y s y for y G 1 and
Ž . Ž .g y s 1 for y F 1. The inverse of g 's restriction to 1, ‘ is denoted by
gy1. We fix a conformal map c from D onto the simply connected domain
 Ž .4G s w g C : Rw - yg Iw such that c maps 1 to ‘ and we let
w s exp (c .
wWe need a change of variables formula which generalizes 26, Formula
x Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž .4.3 . For 1 F p - ‘ we set N z s 0 if either z f w D or if w9 w s 0w
y1Ž .for some w g w z , and we set
p py2Ž p. < < < <N z [ ylog w w9 w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýw j j
j
Ž . y1Ž .otherwise. Here w denotes an enumeration of w z with each pointj j
repeated according to its multiplicity. We then have for any positive
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measurable f on D,
pp Ž p.< < < <f (w w9 ylog ? ds s fN ds . 20Ž . Ž .Ž .H H w
D D
w xThis can be proved in the same way as 26, Formula 4.3 . In particular,
ppŽw , p. Ž p.< < < <s Q ; w9 ylog ? ds s N ds . 21Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hp k wy1Ž .w Q Qk k
THEOREM 7.1. Let a ) 0 and g s 3ra . If w is as before, then C mapsw
A p isomorphically into A p and for any p G 1,a
aqpŽ p. < < < <N z ; ylog z , z “ 1. 22Ž . Ž .Ž .w
Proof. The first claim is equivalent to the assertion that W : f ‹w
Ž . p pf (w w9 maps A isomorphically into A . This is an easy consequenceaqp p
Ž . Ž .of 22 and 20 .
< <Given 0 / z g D we write x s log z , y s arg z q 2kp , and w s x qk k
y1Ž . y1Ž .iy for k g Z. We then have w z s c E wherek z
E s expy1 z l G s w : x - yg y . 4Ž . Ž .z k k
y1Ž .If u [ c w for w g E thenk k k z
ppy2Ž p. < < < <N z s w9 u ylog uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýw k k
k : w gEk z
ppy2 py2< < < < < <; z c 9 u 1 y u .Ž . Ž .Ý k k
k : w gEk z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider t w s w q 1 r w y 1 . It maps the left half plane onto D and
Ž .f s t (c maps D conformally onto F s t G . It is not hard to see that, in
w xthe terminology of Pommerenke 22 , F has a Holder smooth corner ofÈ
opening p at 1. Hence there is a neighbourhood U of 1 such that for
< Ž . < Žw x.u g U l D, f 9 u ; 1 22, Theorem 3.9 . Note that if r - 1 is large
y1Ž . < < < Ž . <enough then w z ; U for z ) r. In particular, we then have c 9 uk
< Ž . <y1 < < 2 < < 2; t 9 w s w y 1 r2 which, for z ) 1re, is comparable to y . Onk k k
< Ž . <Ž < <.the other hand, the Koebe distortion theorem implies f 9 u 1 y u ;
Ž Ž . . Žw x. < < Ž Ž . .dist f u , › F 22, Corollary 1.4 , hence 1 y u ; dist f u , › F for u g
Ž Ž . . < <y2 Ž .U l D. It is not hard to see that dist t w , › F ; y dist w , › G ;k k k>Ž . < <one can, e.g., use the fact that the spherical metric d z, w s z y w
Ž < < 2 .y1r2Ž < < 2 .y1r21 q z 1 q w is invariant under t . We thus obtain
p pŽ p. y4 y4< <N z ; y dist w , › G F x yŽ . Ž .Ý Ýw k k k
k : w gE Ž .k : x-yg yk z k
y3p pqay1< < < < < <; x g x s x .Ž .
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Ž . p < < p y1Ž < < .On the other hand, dist w , › G G C x for y G g x r2 whichk k
pqaŽ p.Ž . < <readily implies N z G C9 x . This concludes the proof.w
We come to the
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let 0 - g - 1 and a ) 0 so that gl s
Ž .2 q a rq y 2rp and put d s krl. There exists a simply connected
domain G ; D such that › G is a smooth curve through 1 and such that
near the boundary, the number of h g G of modulus 1 y 2yn is compa-k
ng d Ž wrable to 2 n . An explicit construction of such a domain is given in 5,
x .Sect. 5.2 . Let f be a conformal map onto G which fixes 1. We construct
w as above so that C maps Aq isomorphically into Aq. By Remark 5.1,w a
the composition operator C : A p “ Aq belongs to the same quasi-f ( w
p q ÄBanach ideals as the diagonal operator D : l “ l where j sÄj k
Ž .y1r p Žf ( w , q.Ž .1r qs Q s Q . Since f is univalent, we have for z near 1 withp k q k
y1Ž .w s f z ,
q qy2 qy2Žq. < < < < < <N z s ylog z f9 w w9 zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýf ( w
y1Ž .zgw w
< < qy2 Žq.s f9 w N wŽ . Ž .w
aqqqy2< < < <; f9 w 1 y w .Ž . Ž .
< Ž . <Since › G has a smooth corner of opening p at 1, f9 w ; 1 and
< < Ž Ž . .1 y w ; dist f w , › G for w near 1. So there exists n g N such that0
aqqŽf ( w , q.s Q ; dist ?, › G dsŽ . Ž .Hq k
Q lGk
for all k G 2 n0. It suffices to consider those k G 2 n0 for which Q ; G.k
Then
aqqaqq 2qaqq< < < <dist ?, › G ds ; 1 y h s Q ; 1 y h ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H k k k
Qk
Ä Ž2qaqq.r qyŽ2qp.r p Ž2qa .r qy2r pŽ < <. Ž < <.and therefore j ; 1 y h s 1 y h . Sok k k
D belongs to the same quasi-Banach ideals as the diagonal operatorÄj
induced by the sequence
2yn ŽŽ2qa .r qy2r p. if 2 n F k - 2 n q 2 ng nd , n G n0n sk ½ 0 otherwise.
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Ž .Let k be the increasing enumeration of those k 's with n / 0. Forj jg N k
large n and 2 n F k - 2 n q 2 ng nd we havej
ny1
n mg d ng dj ; k y 2 q 2 m ; 2 n ,Ž . Ýj
ms1
1rg Ž .yd rg nand consequently j log j ; 2 . So
ŽŽ . .2qa rqy2rp drgynŽŽ2qa .r qy2r p. yŽŽ2qa .r qy2r p.rgn s 2 ; j log jŽ .k j
kyls j log j ,Ž .
which is what we wanted to show.
8. APPLICATIONS
Ž .Theorem 1.1 shows that if composition operators in our setting can be
used to separate quasi-Banach ideals, then the same can be achieved by
diagonal operators. We use Theorem 1.2 to establish a certain converse.
Our model sequences n Žl, k . are non-increasing. This brings the classical
r , s Ž wLorentz sequence spaces l into play, 0 - r, s - ‘ see, e.g., 20, Sect.
x.13.9 . We have
‘ ‘
s sksŽl , k . sr ry1 Žl , k . sr ry1yl s
r , s5 5n s k n s k log k ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ýl k
ks2 ks2
so that n Žl, k . g l r , s if and only if either l ) 1rr or l s 1rr and k -
y1rs. We conclude from Theorem 1.2 that if p F q, then there exists, for
given 0 - r - ‘ and 0 - s - s - ‘, a composition operator C : A p “ Aq1 2 w
whose associated sequence belongs to l r , s2 but not to l r , s1. If p ) q the
same flexibility is available as long as l r , s1 does not contain n Ž2r qy2r p, 0.,
which is the sequence associated with A p ¤ Aq.
We mention a few applications.
v
1 1A diagonal operator l “ l is 1-summing if and only if it contains
l1 ¤ l 2 as a factor. The sequence associated with a composition operator
1 1 Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .y1C : A “ A is given by j s s Q s Q . Since s Q ;w k k w k k
Ž .y1r2 w x Ž . 2s Q it follows from 16 that j g l if and only if C g2 k k w
Ž 2 1.L A , A . So, in analogy with the situation for diagonal operators, C g2 w
Ž 1. 1 2P A if and only if it contains A ¤ A as a factor.1 2
v
1In order to be nuclear on l , a diagonal operator must be induced
by a member of l1. Consequently, there exist 1-summing composition
operators on A1 which are not nuclear.
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More generally, if 1 F p - q* F ‘ and n Ž2r qy2r p, 0. f l q then there
exist q-summing C : A p “ Aq whose associated sequence does not belongw
to l q. This means that C is not order bounded; i.e., it does not map thew
p qŽ . w xunit ball of A into an order interval of L s . For details we refer to 5 .
v w xLet A, A be a Banach ideal and u: X “ Y a Banach space
dŽ . Ž . dŽ .operator. We write u g A X, Y if u* g A Y *, X* and put A u s
Ž . w d d xA u* in this case. This generates a Banach ideal A , A .
If p ) 2 then C is order bounded on A p whenever the associatedw
p dŽ p. Ž .sequence j belongs to l ; but C g P A r - ‘ arbitrary if and onlyw r
if j g l 2.
Ž2r qy2r p, 0. dŽ p q.More generally, if p ) 2 and q ) p* and if D f P l , lr
then there exist order bounded C : A p “ Aq whose adjoint is not r-sum-w
p w xming. This is the A -version of 4, Theorem 8.7 .
v For any 1 F p - ‘ and every choice of 0 - r - r - ‘ we obtain1 2
p Ž .Ž p. Žcomposition operators on A which belong to S _ S A defined inr r2 1
.Section 2 . This follows from the fact that a diagonal operator D belongsj
Ž p. rto S l if and only if j g l .r
Careful examination of known results about membership of diagonal
Ž p q. Ž w x.operators in P l , l see 6, 20 yields that if p F q and 1 F r - r - ‘,r 1 2
Ž .Ž p q.there exist composition operators C g P _ P A , A if and only ifw r r2 1
Ž .Ž p q.there exist diagonal operators D g P _ P l , l . The same is true ifj r r2 1Ž2r qy2r p, 0. Ž p q.p ) q and D f P l , l . An analogous statement holds for Ir r1 1
and I , 1 F r - r F ‘ where I denotes the Banach ideal of r-integralr 1 2 r2
operators.
9. GENERALIZATIONS
It is rather straightforward to prove versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for
composition operators C : A p “ Aq , a , b ) y1. The associated se-w a b
Ž .y1r p Ž .1r qquence is then given by j s s Q s Q where s sk a k b , w k b , w
s (wy1.b
Since properties of C as an operator A p “ Aq correspond to proper-w a b
Ž . p qties of W : f ‹ f (w w9 as an operator A “ A , it is natural tow aqp bqq
consider also spaces B p which are defined, for a ) y1 y p, by thea
condition f 9 g A p . B p is a Banach space with respect to the normaqp a
5 5 p < Ž . < 5 5 p p pf s f 0 q f 9 . If a ) y1, then B coincides with A up toB A a aa aqp
equivalence of norms. A version of Theorem 1.1 for C : B p “ B q can bew a b
Ž .shown if 2 q a q p rp ) 1rq; this restriction on the parameters is im-
posed by Lemma 4.2, compare Remark 4.3. The associated sequence is
Ä y1r p Žw , q. 1r qŽ . Ž .given by j s s Q s Q . As for Theorem 7.1, we cank aqp k bqq k
prove that if y2 - b - b9 then there exists a composition operator which
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maps B q isomorphically into B q. Our examples, however, do not work ifb9 b
b F y2. Consequently, we can only establish a version of Theorem 1.2 for
the case a ) y1 y p, b ) y2.
Finally, let
s25 5 < < < <X s f : D “ C analytic : f [ sup f z 1 y z - ‘Ž . Ž .Xs ½ 5s
zgD
for s ) 0 and define B for s ) y1 by the condition f 9 g X . Thes sq1
proof of Theorem 1.1 can be adapted for composition operators C :w
X “ X and C : B “ B ; the associated sequences are given bys t w s t
ys t2 2< < < <j s 1 y h sup 1 y w ,Ž .Ž .k k
y1Ž .wgw Qk
in the first case and
ysy1 tq12 2Ä < < < < < <j s 1 y h sup w9 w 1 y w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
y1Ž .wgw Qk
in the second. For any given 0 - t - t9 we can further prove the existence
of isomorphic embeddings C : X “ X and generalize Theorem 1.2 tow t 9 t
the situation X “ X or B “ X , t ) 0.s t s t
w xWe refer to 5 for details.
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